Reliable kidney size determination by magnetic resonance imaging in pathophysiological settings
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Abstract

Aim: Kidney diseases constitute a major health challenge, which requires noninvasive imaging to complement conventional approaches to diagnosis and monitoring. Several renal pathologies are associated with changes in kidney size, offering an opportunity for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) biomarkers of disease. This work uses dynamic MRI and an automated bean-shaped model (ABSM) for longitudinal quantification of pathophysiologically relevant changes in kidney size.

Methods: A geometry-based ABSM was developed for kidney size measurements in rats using parametric MRI (\(T_2, T_2^*\) mapping). The ABSM approach was applied to longitudinal renal size quantification using occlusion of the (a) suprarenal aorta or (b) the renal vein, (c) increase in renal pelvis and intratubular pressure and (d) injection of an X-ray contrast medium into the thoracic aorta to induce pathophysiologically relevant changes in kidney size.

Results: The ABSM yielded renal size measurements with accuracy and precision equivalent to the manual segmentation, with >70-fold time savings. The automated method could detect a \(~7\%\) reduction (aortic occlusion) and a \(~5\%, \sim2\% and \sim6\% increase in kidney size (venous occlusion, pelvis and intratubular pressure increase and injection of X-ray contrast medium, respectively). These measurements were not affected by reduced image quality following administration of ferumoxytol.

Conclusion: Dynamic MRI in conjunction with renal segmentation using an ABSM supports longitudinal quantification of changes in kidney size in pathophysiologically relevant experimental setups mimicking realistic clinical scenarios. This can potentially be instrumental for developing MRI-based diagnostic tools for various kidney disorders and for gaining new insight into mechanisms of renal pathophysiology.
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Kidney diseases are a major health issue, with increasing incidence and an estimated five to 10 million deaths per year worldwide.1-3 Whilst several biomarkers are currently being investigated for diagnosis of renal diseases, to date, clinical point-of-care biomarkers are still lacking for major renal diseases.4-7 To address this urgent unmet clinical need, noninvasive imaging may provide markers to inform on the different stages of renal pathophysiology, improve prediction and interception of disease progression and evaluate treatment of renal disease.3,8-18

An increasing body of literature outlines the potential of noninvasive imaging in evaluating renal size as a clinical parameter in the diagnosis, treatment and determination of prognosis in renal disease. In patients suffering from polycystic kidney disease (PKD) kidney size correlates with disease progression and the decline in glomerular filtration rate.19-21 Consequently, the US Food and Drug Administration and the European Medicines Agency list renal size as a prognostic biomarker for use in clinical trials of new therapies for autosomal dominant PKD (ADPKD).22,23 Detecting renal size reduction due to parenchymal atrophy, sclerosis and fibrosis has long been recognized as a tool to identify chronic kidney disease (CKD) and to determine its severity.24,25 Renal size measured from ultrasound images is currently included as a prognostic imaging biomarker for diabetic kidney disease.26 A recent position paper from the European Cooperation in Science and Technology Action PARENCIMA included the longitudinal monitoring of renal size via magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) as a key measure for several kidney disorders including ADPKD, hyperfiltration in early diabetic nephropathy, renal transplants, renal artery stenosis and vesicoureteral reflux.17

The fact that changes in renal size are indicative of pathophysiologic developments has been demonstrated in a variety of experimental models. Preclinical models emulating clinical conditions such as acute total or chronic partial ureteral obstructions due to urolithiasis, congenital malformations or during upper urinary tract endourologic procedures indicate obstructions due to urolithiasis, congenital malformations or during upper urinary tract endourologic procedures indicate obstruction of the renal vein, whether short-term (eg, during partial nephrectomy) or slowly developing over a long term (eg, due to renal cell carcinoma-derived thrombus formation), increases renal size whilst at the same time compressing intrarenal vessels, thus leading to tissue hypoxia.27,44-46 Studies that include or emulate clinical procedures such as clamping of the suprarenal aorta or renal artery during surgery, or the low arterial target pressure during cardiopulmonary bypass, revealed decreases in renal size accompanying renal tissue hypoxia.44,46-51 Furthermore, explorations detailing the relationship between blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) MRI and renal tissue partial pressure of oxygen (pO2) revealed correlations between the T2* relaxation time and kidney size during aortic occlusion and recovery.52,53 Recent kidney size assessments in experimental models using noninvasive MRI also included renal pathophysiologies such as experimental diabetes, mutant models mimicking the human manifestation of PKD and renal allograft pathophysiology.30,54-59

In vivo renal size assessment requires segmentation of the kidney from noninvasive renal imaging that supports longitudinal studies—a forte of MRI.15,16 Recognizing this opportunity and the crucial importance of monitoring kidney size changes in the context of renal disease and for gaining new insight into mechanisms of renal pathophysiology, this work examines the feasibility and reliability of longitudinal monitoring of kidney size in MR images of rats using an automated, geometry-based bean-shaped model (ABSM). We hypothesize that this approach enables quantification of acute changes in kidney size in experimental setups mimicking realistic clinical scenarios. To test this hypothesis, sequential in vivo parametric MRI (T2, T2* mapping) was performed in rats undergoing four pathophysiologically relevant interventions: (a) short-term occlusion of the suprarenal aorta, (b) short-term occlusion of the renal vein, (c) short-term increase in renal pelvis and intratubular pressure and (d) bolus injection of an X-ray CM into the thoracic aorta.

2 METHODS

2.1 Animal preparation

All investigations were approved by the Animal Welfare Department of Berlin’s State Office of Health and Social Affairs in accordance with the German Animal Protection Law, and the experiments were carried out in accordance with the approved guidelines. A total of 34 male Wistar rats (aged 12-13 weeks, body mass 270-300 g, Harlan-Winkelmann, Borchen, Germany) were studied. The animals
had ad libitum access to food (standard diet) and water and were housed under standard conditions with environmental enrichment.

For anaesthesia, urethane (0.2 g/mL in distilled water; 6 mL/kg BM intraperitoneal; Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany) was used throughout the surgical preparation and the examination. Surgical preparation included insertion of vascular catheters and invasive probes for quantitative measurements of renal haemodynamics and oxygenation as previously described in detail.46,52,53,60,61

Four rat models were employed:

- **Short-term occlusions of the suprarenal aorta:** In the first subgroup of rats (n = 13), an MR safe and remotely operated inflatable occluder was placed around the suprarenal aorta a to perform remotely controlled short-term occlusion of the aorta (Figure 1).61,62 Studying the impact of this intervention is clinically relevant—several surgical procedures require cross-clamping of the suprarenal aorta, which if maintained for long periods of time carries the risk of renal ischemia-reperfusion injury.

- **Short-term occlusion of the left renal vein:** In the same first subgroup of rats (n = 13), a MR safe and remotely operated inflatable occluder was placed around the left renal vein to perform remotely controlled short-term occlusion of the renal vein (Figure 1).61,62 This experimental setup emulates clinical scenarios such as partial nephrectomy, which may also result in renal ischemia-reperfusion injury.

- **Increase in the pressure in the renal pelvis and tubules:** Rats of the second subgroup (n = 5) were instrumented with a ureteral catheter with its tip placed in the left renal pelvis to enable remotely controlled increases in the pressure in the renal pelvis and tubules (Figure 1). The catheter was custom made using polythene tubing (inner diameter 0.4 mm; Portex, Hythe, UK). The catheter was connected to a saline-filled container placed outside the MR scanner. This container was elevated by 41 cm above the level of the rats’ kidney to increase the pelvis and tubular pressure.

![Figure 1](image-url)

**Figure 1** Illustration of the experimental models and methods utilized for the reversible pathophysiological interventions. A. Basic scheme depicting the relevant anatomic configuration. B. Inflatable occluders placed around the left renal vein and the suprarenal aorta, connected via catheters (length about 1.5 m) with syringes that were used for remotely controlled short-term occlusions of the respective blood vessel. C. A catheter placed in the left ureter and connected via a catheter (length about 1.5 m) to a container filled with isotonic saline was used for remotely controlled brief increases in renal pelvis and tubular pressures by about 30 mm Hg, achieved by elevating the container 41 cm above the level of the rats’ kidneys. D. Pressure trace obtained for the renal pelvis of a rat (pressure transducer: DT-XX, Viggo-Spectramed, Swindon, UK; amplifier & acquisition: TAM-A Plugsys & HAEMODYN, Hugo Sachs Elektronik, March, Germany) recorded (1) during baseline control conditions (green), (2) during pressure increase achieved by injection of saline fluid via the ureteral catheter (red), (3) following disconnection of the catheter to obtain zero pressure for calibration of the pressure measurement (dark blue) and (4) during another control measurement (green). Note that the oscillations observed during control (1) and, even enlarged, during control (4) represent the spontaneous peristaltic contractions of the ureter.
by about 30 mm Hg. This experimental intervention is clinically relevant, since upper urinary tract endourologic procedures often cause temporary increases in tubular and intrarenal pressure, and excessive pressures carry the risks of pyelovenous backflow, damage to tubular integrity and hypoperfusion due to compression of intravascular vessels.

- **Intraaortic bolus injection of an X-ray contrast medium:** In the fourth subgroup of rats (n = 9) a catheter was inserted into the left common carotid artery with its tip directed towards the thoracic aorta. This setup was used for bolus administration of the X-ray CM iodixanol (Visipaque, GE Healthcare Buchler, Braunschweig, Germany), which is a highly viscous iodine-containing radiocontrast agent. This experimental setup is an established model of CM-induced AKI.

All surgery and instrumentation procedures were performed in a laboratory outside of the MR scanner room. To transfer the animal into the MR scanner, an in-house designed 3D-printed animal holder adapted to the geometry of the MR scanner bore was used. With this approach the catheters and invasive probes are fixed to stay in position. In the MR scanner, the rats’ core body temperature was monitored by means of a rectal fibre-optic temperature probe (AccuSens, Opsens, Québec City, Canada). Body temperature was maintained at 37°C with a pad containing circulating warm water (Thermo Haake GmbH, Karlsruhe, Germany) connected to a water bath. Respiration rate was monitored throughout the experiment using a small balloon placed on the chest of the animal (Model 1025, SA Instruments, Stony Brook, NJ, USA). This approach also served for triggering the MRI data acquisition.

All MRI experiments were carried out on a 9.4 Tesla small animal MR system (Bruker Biospec 94/20, Bruker Biospin, Ettlingen, Germany). A linear birdcage radiofrequency (RF) volume resonator (inner diameter: 72 mm; Bruker Biospin) was employed for transmission in conjunction with a curved four-channel surface RF coil array customized for rats (Bruker Biospin) for signal reception.

For geometrical planning and slice positioning, T2-weighted pilot scans were acquired. Local volume selective shimming of the magnetic field homogeneity on a voxel accommodating the left kidney was conducted using an automatic optimization algorithm based on free induction decay length. Interleaved T2* and T2 mapping was performed with respiratory gated (Model 1025; SA Instruments, New York City, NY, USA) imaging protocols. For T2* mapping, a multigradient echo (MGE) technique (TR = 50 ms, number of echoes = 10, first TE = 2.1 ms, interecho time ΔTE = 2.1 ms, flip angle α = 16°, number of averages = 4, tacquisition = 23 s) was used. For T2 mapping a multi spin-echo technique (TR = 500 ms, number of echoes = 13, first TE = 6.4 ms, interecho time ΔTE = 6.4 ms, number of averages = 1, tacquisition = 58 s) was employed. For T2* and T2 mapping a midcoronal oblique image slice was acquired using: in-plane spatial resolution = (226 × 445) µm², FOV = (38.2 × 50.3) mm², matrix size = 169 × 113 (zero-filled to 169 × 215), slice thickness = 1.4 mm.

### 2.3 | Image analysis

First, parametric maps of absolute T2* and T2 were calculated by pixel-wise mono-exponential fitting to the signal intensities of the T2*- and T2-weighted images acquired at different echo times (in-house developed programme; MATLAB, R2010a, MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). The relaxation times T2* and T2 were chosen over the relaxivities (ie, R2* = 1/T2* and R2 = 1/T2), as they allow for a better visualization of changes in the parameter maps for the different kidney regions.

### 2.4 | Manual segmentation of the kidney by independent observers

The accuracy and precision of the ABSM were evaluated in comparison to ‘ground truth’ measurements of kidney sizes under baseline physiological conditions, based on a consensus reading of manual segmentation from five independent skilled human observers. For determination of the ‘ground truth’, manual segmentation of images of the left kidney was applied for baseline physiologic conditions (ie, without any intervention). For this purpose, a total of 60 T2 maps (n = 20 healthy rats, three time points per rat with a mean Δt = 80 s, variation depending on respiratory gating) obtained under baseline conditions were manually segmented by five independent observers, four observers with 1-8 years of experience in anatomical and/or functional renal MR image analyses in rats and one novice observer.

Prior to renal segmentation, a blinded reading and training session of the five observers was performed, during which all T2 maps were carefully examined together with the corresponding T2*-weighted images in order to (a) rate and, if necessary, exclude maps according to general image quality and (b) establish clear rules for the observers to adhere to when determining the kidney boundaries. Upon assessing general image quality, 45 T2 maps obtained from 15 rats were rated as acceptable (good imaging quality), 9 T2 maps from 3 rats were considered marginal but feasible and 6 T2 maps from 2 rats were unacceptable. The latter were excluded from further analyses.
Following assessment of the image quality, the five observers agreed upon the following rules for manual segmentation of the left kidney, based upon the T2-maps and the corresponding T2-weighted images:

1. Disregard details of the kidney tissue boundary in the region of the renal hilus, where the geometrical configurations of the papilla (renal tissue) and the renal pelvis, together with their very close proximity, results in partial volume effects in the majority of cases, thus making accurate designation of the tissue boundary almost impossible. Instead, draw a straight line that connects the outermost points of the upper and lower medial curvatures, as outlined in Figure 2A.

2. When encountering indentations of the tissue boundary that may result from the invasive probes, view all individual T2-weighted images. If the indentation is present in the majority of T2-weighted images, exclude the indentation area, as illustrated in Figure 2B,C.

**FIGURE 2** Illustration of the consensus rules employed for manual segmentation of the kidney by examples of T2 maps, selected individual T2 weighted images derived from the data set used for T2 map calculation, and T2 maps with resulting manual segmentations indicated by transparent dark red overlays. A and B, Considering the spatial conditions in the area of the renal hilus, a straight line (yellow) was drawn to connect the outermost points of the upper and lower medial curvatures to represent the segmentation border here. B and C, Where indentations of the renal tissue (e.g., by invasive probes—green outlines) were observed, these areas were excluded (green arrows), when confirmed in (the majority of) the individual T2-weighted images. C, Where distortions of the kidney boundary (possibly related to air or to fat-induced artefacts—yellow outlines) were observed in T1 maps and in (the majority of) the individual T2 weighted images, kidney borders were drawn according to the typical curvature of the kidneys, thereby excluding these distortions (yellow arrows).
3. When encountering distorted kidney boundaries due to susceptibility artefacts or air cavities, view all individual 
T₂-weighted images. If air or similar voids are visible in the majority of 
T₂-weighted images, draw the boundary so that it follows as closely as possible the normal curvature 
of the kidney, as depicted in Figure 2C.

Following the training session, each of the observers independently determined the cross-sectional area (measured 
as number of voxels) of the midslice coronal view of the left kidney by manually segmenting the boundaries of the kidney 
using the software ITK-SNAP (www.itksnap.org). No time limits were set for this process. Two of the observers, one 
with 8 years of experience in renal MRI in rats, the other one a novice, independently recorded the total time required 
for manual segmentation of a single T₂ map, including data import and file handling steps, and visual inspection of the 
T₂-weighted images, according to the above rules. Following segmentation, renal boundaries were saved in ITK-SNAP as 
NIFTI image files.

2.5 | Consensus manual segmentation of the kidney

Following the independent manual segmentation procedure, a consensus segmentation involving all observers was con-
ducted for determining the ‘ground truth’. For this purpose, the median voxel count of the five observers was computed 
first for each animal and time point. To set a starting point for the consensus segmentation, the observers used the renal 
segmentation of one observer whose segmentations corresponded closest to the median values. Subsequently, each of 
the 54 T₂ maps was presented to all observers in ITK-SNAP together with a transparent overlay of the area determined as 
belonging to the kidney (Figure 2). Training was performed using two T₂ maps as examples: one T₂ map with very good 
image quality (classified as acceptable), one T₂ map with lower image quality (classified as marginal). From these 
training data, a consensus was reached regarding the inclusion/exclusion of voxels with apparent partial volume effects. 
For the remaining consensus reading, renal segmentation T₂ maps—but not the corresponding T₂ weighted images—were 
used. During the consensus reading, the observers remained blinded to the individual T₂ map number, the animal iden-
tification, the numerical kidney size derived from the independent renal segmentation and the number of voxels of the 
overlay. Upon presentation of each T₂ map along with the corresponding transparent overlay, all observers agreed in 
real time if it was necessary to add or delete certain voxel(s) to/from the overlay, in order to improve the accuracy of the 
renal boundaries, whereupon a consensus on the total area assigned as renal tissue was reached. Changes were adopted 
in real time using ITK-SNAP. A time limit of 90 s was set for the consensus renal segmentation of each T₂ map.

2.6 | Automatic segmentation of the kidney 

using the bean-shaped model

The midslice cross-sectional area of the kidney (hereafter referred to as ‘renal size’) was calculated using a bean-shaped 
model. An analytic function describing the shape of the kidney was used and fitted to the edges found in the MR images. 
The function in Equation 1 was found to describe the shape of a coronal slice of rat kidneys very well:

\[ r = A \left( a \sin^3 (\theta - \theta_0) + b \cos^3 (\theta - \theta_0) \right) + 0.1 \sin^5 \left( \theta - \theta_0 + \frac{\pi}{4} \right) \]  

(1)

where \( r \), curve describing the kidney border as a function of the polar angle \( \theta \); \( A \), kidney size parameter; \( a \), \( b \), kidney anisotropy parameters; \( \theta_0 \), rotation angle.

Two additional parameters for the position and one additional parameter to stretch or contract one of the axes were in-
cluded in the model after transferring the shape to Cartesian coordinates using the MATLAB function pol2cart. These six 
parameters were optimized for every MR image for automatic segmentation of the kidney. An example of the shape of the 
function overlaid onto the corresponding T₂ map is depicted in Figure 3.

The objective function (Equation 2) of the optimization was based mainly on the edges detected in the T₂ and T₂* 
maps and in the T₂ and T₂* weighted images (TE = 2.1 ms and TE = 12.6 ms) and on the uniformity of T₂ and T₂* in 
the renal cortex and in the outer medulla. Edge detection was performed with the MATLAB function edge using the Canny 
method. For renal segmentation of the T₂* data, the edge images derived from the T₂* map and from two T₂* weighted 
images (TE = 2.1 ms and TE = 12.6 ms) were averaged. For renal segmentation of the T₂ data, an average over the edge 
images derived from the T₂ map and the first two singular vectors of all images was found to work best.

\[ d = \sqrt{s_{circ} \sum d_{edge}} \]  

(2)

where \( d \), deviation metric minimized; \( s_{circ} \), average standard deviation of the T₂ or T₂* values on rings 3 to 14 voxels below 
the current kidney boarder; \( d_{edge} \), distance between the current kidney boarder and the closest point with an edge value of more 
than 0.3; \( I_{edge} \), linearly interpolated value of the edge image at
all points of the current kidney boarder; \( c \), circumference of the kidney (used to exclude results that include only parts of the kidney).

As shown in Equation 2, three factors were included in the objective function to be minimized. First, the homogeneity of the \( T_2 \) or \( T_2^* \) values in the cortical and outer medullary region was evaluated as the standard deviation of the values found below the renal surface. Second, the distances to the next edge in the direction orthogonal to the current boarder were determined. Third, the edge image values were interpolated to the points of the kidney boarder and summed. Fourth, the results were scaled by the square root of the circumference of the kidney in order to slightly disfavour results that included only parts of the kidney.

For the first baseline image of each animal obtained under physiological conditions without any intervention, predefined fixed values for the variables of Equations 1 and 2 (\( A = 61, \theta_0 = 0^\circ, \text{Pos}_x = 190, \text{Pos}_y = 90, \text{X-stretch} = 105\%, a = 100\% \)) were used as starting parameters for the kidney shape function. The size parameter \( A \) and the position parameters are in units of voxel width. For all other images, the results of the previous optimization were used as starting values. As the first step of each optimization procedure, the kidney position was optimized alone, keeping the other parameters fixed. Afterwards, a free optimization was performed using the active-set algorithm implemented in the MATLAB \texttt{fmincon} function. The parameters were constrained to stay in a reasonable range (e.g., \( 0.87 < a < 1.13 \)). In order to leave potential local minima, the optimization was repeated 16 times starting from the current optimum disturbed by Gaussian random numbers with the sigma equal to 1% of the parameter value. The best reached optimum was used.

After optimizing the kidney shapes for all images, an additional refinement step was included that optimized the lines connecting the current optimum of a given image with the optima of the 20 images closest in time (\texttt{fminbnd} MATLAB function) followed by a free optimization (\texttt{fmincon} MATLAB function). Again, the best solution was kept. In order to quantify the reproducibility of the fit result, this procedure was performed five times for each animal.

### 2.7 Longitudinal quantification of renal size changes upon pathophysiological interventions

For the quantification of changes in kidney size using the ABSM approach, reversible pathophysiological relevant interventions were performed.\(^{27,29,46,62}\) These included brief periods of (a) occlusion of the suprarenal aorta (which decreases renal size), (b) occlusion of the left renal vein (which increases renal size) and (c) increased renal pelvis and tubular pressure (which increases renal size). Occlusion of the suprarenal aorta and the renal vein was done before and after administration of the ultrasmall superparamagnetic iron oxide (USPIO) preparation, ferumoxytol, in order to demonstrate the efficacy of the ABSM approach in the context of substantial reductions in MR signal intensity and image quality.
contrast. Finally, the ABSM approach was applied to quantify changes in kidney size upon a nonreversible intervention, that is, injection of an X-ray CM into the thoracic aorta, which is expected to result in an increase in kidney size.

The following procedures were performed in rats in the first subgroup that had been equipped with remotely operated inflatable occluders placed around the suprarenal aorta and the left renal vein:

1. control baseline period of about 10 min
2. short-term occlusion of the aorta
3. 10-min recovery period
4. short-term occlusion of the renal vein
5. 10-min recovery.

The average duration of the short-term occlusion of both the aorta and the renal vein was 3.8 ± 0.3 min, depending on respiratory gating. Time of flight (TOF)-based MR angiography was performed immediately after inflation and deflation of the respective occluder to confirm the successful occlusion and reperfusion of the aorta or vein. Following this first set of vascular occlusions, the USPIO preparation, ferumoxytol (Feraheme, AMAG Pharmaceuticals, Inc, Lexington, MA, USA, 2 mg Fe/kg BM) was intravenously injected as previously described. The administration of ferumoxytol does not have any measurable effects on renal physiology at doses up to 41 mg Fe/kg BM in rats and does not significantly alter the control of renal haemodynamics and oxygenation, as studied by aortic occlusion and hypoxia. However, ferumoxytol substantially reduces the signal intensity due to T2 and T2* shortening and affects the image contrast. About 10 min after ferumoxytol injection, a second set of vascular occlusions was performed according to the same schedule as with the first one. Occlusion of the suprarenal aorta and occlusion of the left renal vein was successfully performed in n = 12 rats, prior to and after injection of ferumoxytol.

The following workflow was performed in the second subgroup of rats that were equipped with the ureteral catheter:

1. control baseline period of about 10 min
2. short-term increase of renal pelvis and tubular pressure (average duration 9.2 ± 0.4 min, depending on respiratory gating)
3. 10-min recovery.

Elevating the saline-filled container connected to the ureteral catheter by 41 cm above the level of the kidney increases renal pelvis and tubular pressure by about 30 mm Hg. This pressure level was chosen because comparable increases in tubular pressure were measured during upper tract endourologic procedures in human patients and within 10 min of acute ureteral obstruction in rats during osmotic diuresis. The pressure level of 30 mm Hg is below the threshold pressure for pyelovenous backflow and renal damage. The pressure increase was successfully performed in n = 5 rats. An established model of X-ray CM-induced AKI was employed in a third subgroup of rats instrumented with a carotid artery catheter:

1. control baseline period of about 10 min
2. injection of a prewarmed (37°C) X-ray CM (iodixanol of 320-mg iodine/mL, GE Healthcare Buchler, Braunschweig, Germany) as a bolus of 1.5 mL (equivalent to approximately 1.5-mg iodine/g of BM) into the thoracic aorta. Injection of a 0.2-mL isotonic saline chaser bolus to account for the catheter dead space.

The response was monitored for 60 min after CM administration in n = 9 rats.

2.8 | Statistical analysis

Interobserver variability in the voxel counts of kidney segmentations was evaluated using a correlation matrix of Pearson correlations for all pairwise combinations of the five independent observers. Histograms showing the distribution of counts for each observer were plotted, together with the scatterplot for each pair of observers, along with a locally estimated scatterplot smoothing (LOESS) line. The level of agreement among all observers combined was evaluated using the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC), considering the mean value of the five observers in a two-way random effects model. For both Pearson and ICC, each individual T2 map was considered as an independent sample (n = 54). The ICC analysis was then repeated, considering the consensus renal segmentation as an additional independent observer. The accuracy of each observer is defined as the magnitude of the correlation with the consensus reading of the manual segmentations, which served as the ‘ground truth’ value of the renal size.

Intraobserver variability in the voxel counts of kidney segmentations was analysed by determining the percent deviation in the area determined from the three consecutive T2 maps acquired for each animal during the baseline period (total duration ≈ 6 min, during which no substantial physiological variations were assumed).

Intrasubject variability was assessed by calculating the coefficient of variation (CV) among the three replicate scans of each individual animal (n = 18), as assessed by each of the five observers independently and in the consensus renal segmentation. The median CV of all animals was compared among the five observers, the consensus renal segmentation and the renal segmentation with the bean-shaped model using the nonparametric Friedman repeated-measures ANOVA.
with Dunn’s post hoc comparison. The CV of the replicate scans also served as a metric of the precision of each independent observer and of the automated segmentation method.

Changes in renal size during the interventions were assessed by two-factor repeated measures ANOVA followed by Dunnett's post hoc test.

Statistical analysis was done using the statistical computing environment R v.3.3.4 (https://www.R-project.org) and GraphPad Prism v.5.01 (GraphPad Software, Inc). P-values <.05 were considered statistically significant.

### RESULTS

#### 3.1 Manual segmentation of the kidney by independent observers

The average time required for manual segmentation of a given T2 map, including visual inspection of the corresponding T2-weighted images when necessary (about one third of the cases), was 16 ± 8 and 17 ± 5 min (mean ± standard deviation, SD) for the experienced and the novice observer, respectively. Following independent manual segmentation, the interobserver variability of the renal size was analyzed. For this purpose, (a) the mean value, SD, range (minimum to maximum value), median and percent variations (range/mean*100 and [mean − individual reader]/mean*100) for each individual T2 map and (b) the mean, SD and range of all 54 T2 maps were computed. The mean number of voxels assigned to the kidney area averaged over all 54 maps was 4205 ± 339 (mean ± SD) voxels, corresponding to an area of 221 ± 18 mm². The percent variation among the observers averaged over all T2 maps amounted to 7.3 ± 2.8%, with a maximum variability among readers in an individual T2 map of 14.6% and a minimum variability in another individual T2 map of 3.7%. Since the interobserver variability obtained for the nine T2 maps (3 rats) designated as marginal according to their general image quality was well within the range of those designated as acceptable, these data were not excluded from the analysis. Averaged over all 54 maps, the mean percentage deviation of individual observers from the mean value of all five observers ranged from −3.2% to 3.0%, with maximum deviations of individual observers from the group mean in a given map of −7.0% and 8.7%, respectively.

To evaluate the interobserver variability in the voxel counts of the renal segmentations, we plotted the pairwise correlations among all five observers, as well as the consensus reading, which was considered as an additional observer. The distribution of voxel counts for each observer is depicted as a histogram with marginal density plots on the diagonal of the correlation matrix (Figure 4). The correlations for each pair of observers are shown in the lower panels of the figure together with a LOESS fit line. The Pearson correlation coefficients for each pair of observers were all significant with values of $r^2 > .91$ (Figure 4). The ICC for the combination of all five observers was 0.96 ($P = 2.3 \times 10^{-117}$).

For analysis of the intra-observer variability as a measure of precision, for each animal, the percent deviation of the renal size determined from the three consecutive baseline T2 maps from the mean value of these three T2 maps was calculated. Averaged over all 18 rats, the precision as indicated by the mean SD of all five readers was 0.6%; the observer with the highest variability had a mean SD over all 18 rats = 1.0% (range −2.8% to 2.5%), whilst the observer with the lowest variability had a mean SD over 18 rats = 0.2% (range −0.5% to 0.6%).

To evaluate the intrasubject variability, the CV for the three replicate scans for each animal was calculated. CVs are displayed for each rat, as assessed by the five observers and the consensus reading (Figure 5). The results indicate low variability among replicate scans; only 5/108 (ie, from n = 18 subjects times n = 5 observers) subjects had a CV >2%, demonstrating a high degree of precision of the independent observers. Figure 5 illustrates that no individual subjects yielded a greater CV consistently for all observers. There were no ‘problematic’ animals with excessive differences among replicate scans.

#### 3.2 Consensus manual segmentation of the kidney

For the consensus manual segmentation of the kidney, the median voxel count of the five independent observers was computed for each T2 map. In 35 of the 54 cases, the median corresponded to values from the same observer (values of the other observers constituted the median in 10, 5, 3 and 1 cases, respectively). The mean number of voxels averaged over all 54 maps obtained by the consensus conference was 4199 ± 322, corresponding to an area of 221 ± 17 mm². The consensus segmentation resulted in a negligible overall percentage difference versus the mean and median values of the five independent observers (mean 0.2 ± 1.0% and mean −0.2 ± 0.9, respectively). As shown in Figure 4, upon including the consensus segmentation as an additional observer, the strength of the ICC increased (0.98, $P = 2.2 \times 10^{-157}$). The analysis of the intra-observer and intrasubject variabilities obtained by the consensus renal segmentation averaged over all 18 rats yielded a SD of 0.8%. For individual rats, the percentage variation ranged from −2.1% to 2.3%. The consensus reading can be considered as the ‘ground truth’. The fact that each of the independent observers showed a correlation coefficient with the consensus reading ≥0.95 indicates a high degree of accuracy (Figure 4). Whilst there were significant differences in the mean CV in renal size from replicate scans...
among the observers, in almost all cases the CV was <2%, indicating a high degree of precision (Figure 5). To conclude, the consensus reading of the five independent manual renal segmentations provided a stable ‘ground truth’ as illustrated by the CVs highlighted in Figure 5.

### 3.3 Segmentation of the kidney using the bean-shaped model

Automatic kidney segmentation was performed for all data sets. The ABSM-based kidney segmentation required less than 14 s per image using a standard consumer PC. The SD of the renal size resulting from the successive segmentations of the same image was found to be on average 0.6% for the $T_2$ scans and 1.6% for $T_2^*$ scans. These results coincide well with the intra-observer variability found in the manual segmentation. The correlation of the areas found by automated segmentation with the consensus manual reading (‘ground truth’) yielded a Pearson correlation coefficient of $r^2 = .97$ (Figure 4). The assessment of the intrasubject variability of the segmentation using the ABSM yielded a CV similar to that obtained from the consensus segmentation or from individual manual segmentation, indicating that the bean-shaped model had an equivalent precision (Figure 5). In conclusion, automated kidney segmentation using the ABSM affords an ~70-fold increase in segmentation speed whilst maintaining the accuracy and precision of manual segmentation by a human observer. This renders bean-shaped model-based segmentation suitable for time-resolved analysis and longitudinal monitoring of renal size.
3.4 | Renal size changes upon short-term occlusion of the suprarenal aorta or the renal vein

The ABSM approach was applied to detect and quantify changes in renal size in response to dedicated pathophysiologically relevant interventions. Upon occlusion of the suprarenal aorta, there was a significant decrease in renal size \((P < 2.2 \times 10^{-16}, \text{two-factor repeated measures ANOVA})\). Renal size as obtained from \(T_2\) maps was reduced from \(220 \pm 14\) to \(205 \pm 14\) \(\text{mm}^2\) (mean \(\pm\) SD) approximately 2 min following the occlusion \((-7.2\%, P < .0001, \text{Dunnett post hoc test})\) and remained significantly reduced during the occlusion (Figure 6). After termination of the occlusion, renal size returned to baseline levels within about 9 min \((217 \pm 16\) \(\text{mm}^2, P = .53\) vs baseline prior to occlusion, Dunnett test, Figure 6).
A similar time course of changes in renal size was obtained from $T_2^*$ maps (Figure 6).

Following the aortic occlusion, sufficient time was granted to ensure that renal haemodynamics and oxygenation as well as kidney size had returned to the initial baseline levels ($P = .99$, repeated-measures ANOVA with Dunnett test), before applying the next intervention, that is, venous occlusion. Occlusion of the left renal vein induced a significant increase in renal size ($P < 2.2 \times 10^{-16}$, two-factor repeated measures ANOVA). Renal size obtained from $T_2$ maps increased from $221 \pm 13$ to $230 \pm 14$ mm$^2$ approximately 2 min following the start of the occlusion ($+4.5\%$, $P < .001$, Dunnett test, Figure 7). After termination of the occlusion, renal size returned to baseline levels very quickly even prior to our first $T_2$ scan 2 min after the occlusion was released ($219 \pm 13$, $P = .49$ vs baseline, Dunnett test, Figure 7). Similarly, $T_2^*$ maps showed a significant increase in renal size, changing from $224 \pm 15$ to $234 \pm 17$ mm$^2$ ($+4.5\%$, $P < .001$) approximately 1 min following occlusion, which remained significantly increased during the occlusion and then returned back to baseline levels after termination of the occlusion (Figure 7).

Administration of the USPIO preparation, ferumoxytol, did not have a significant effect on renal size, obtained by either $T_2$ or $T_2^*$ maps ($P = .67$, $P = .77$, respectively, repeated measures ANOVA, Figure 8). Following ferumoxytol administration, the suprarenal aortic and renal venous occlusions were repeated. Sufficient time was granted to ensure that renal haemodynamics, oxygenation and renal size had returned to the initial baseline levels at the start of the experiment, prior to any intervention (baseline post-ferumoxytol aortic occlusion vs initial baseline: $P = .99$, $P = .44$, $T_2$ and $T_2^*$ maps, respectively; baseline post-ferumoxytol venous occlusion vs initial baseline: $P = .99$).
Ferumoxytol did not compromise the automated bean-shaped segmentation: the changes in renal size quantified during the second round of pathophysiological interventions with ferumoxytol were almost identical to those in the first round without ferumoxytol. Thus, aortic occlusion following ferumoxytol administration induced a significant reduction in renal size (from 220 ± 15 to 205 ± 13 mm², −7.2%; 226 ± 9 to 209 ± 14 mm², −8.0%, \( P = .0001 \), \( P = .005 \), T₂ and T₂* maps, respectively, Figure 6). Similarly, a significant increase in renal size was detected following the postferumoxytol renal venous occlusion. Renal size increased from 222 ± 15 to 234 ± 14 mm² (+5.3%) and from 222 ± 15 to 236 ± 17 mm² (+5.9%, \( P < .001 \), \( P = .007 \), T₂ and T₂* maps, respectively, repeated-measures ANOVA, Dunnett post hoc test, Figure 7).

### 3.5 Renal size changes upon pelvic/tubular pressure increase

Kidney size increased significantly upon experimentally increased pressure in the renal pelvis and tubules (\( P = 3.3 \times 10^{-6} \), repeated-measures ANOVA, Figure 9). Renal size obtained from T₂ maps with the ABSM increased from 205 ± 17 to 209 ± 17 mm² (+2%) approximately 2 min following the start of the pressure intervention (\( P = .0033 \), Dunnett post hoc test). Renal size remained significantly elevated throughout the intervention (\( P < .001 \)) and recovered to baseline levels approximately 6-7 min after cessation of the pressure increase (206 ± 18 mm², \( P = .81 \) vs pre-intervention, Dunnett post hoc test, Figure 9). Renal size determined from T₂* maps showed the same pattern, increasing from 218 ± 22 to 219 ± 24 mm² (+1%, \( P = .0032 \)) approximately 2 min following the intervention, remaining significantly increased.
throughout the intervention (P = .00015) and recovering to baseline levels after cessation of the pressure increase (215 ± 20, P = .81 vs pre-intervention, repeated-measures ANOVA with Dunnett post-hoc test, Figure 9).

3.6 | Renal size changes upon X-ray CM-induced AKI

Administration of the X-ray CM iodixanol induced a significant and sustained increase in renal size (P = 3.3 × 10^-6, repeated-measures ANOVA, Figure 10). Renal size determined from T₂ and T₂* maps using the ABSM increased from 192 ± 33 and 202 ± 31 mm², respectively, to 206 ± 29 and 212 ± 29 mm² (+6%, P < .001 and +5%, P = .005, respectively, Dunnett post-hoc test, Figure 10). This increase peaked approximately 7 min after administration, at +9% and +8% (P < .001, T₂ and T₂*, respectively) and remained significantly elevated over baseline size for the whole observation period of 60 min following the administration (P < .001, T₂ and T₂*, respectively, Dunnett post-hoc test, Figure 10).

4 | DISCUSSION

This study demonstrates the feasibility of automatic segmentation of renal MR images using a geometry-based bean-shaped model to monitor and quantify pathophysiologically relevant changes in kidney size in small rodents. We used an experimental paradigm to mimic clinical scenarios, inducing changes in renal size using occlusion of the suprarenal aorta and the renal vein, increase in renal pelvis and tubular pressure and administration of an X-ray contrast medium, whilst acquiring serial MRI scans. These scans were then analyzed using the automated segmentation with the bean-shape model, which required less than 14-s processing time per T₂ or T₂* map, yielding a ~70-fold increase in segmentation speed using a standard consumer PC compared to the time required by trained human observers with an average segmentation time of 16-17 min per T₂ map. Crucially, the automated bean-shaped model (ABSM) showed a high level of both accuracy and precision, equivalent to that of the human observers. This demonstrates that the ABSM-based segmentation is suitable for time-resolved analysis, longitudinal monitoring and quantification of renal size in rats.
Renal size assessment requires accurate segmentation of the kidney from images. Manual renal segmentation is time-consuming and highly prone to observer bias. This poses a major impediment for dynamic and longitudinal clinical and experimental studies and severely limits the potential for renal size assessment in translational research and routine clinical practice. These constraints can be minimized by using midslice planimetry as opposed to whole kidney measurements and by employing parametric modelling of the kidney using pre-established geometric shapes like ellipsoids or by hybrid level-set methods. These approaches for renal segmentation are semi-automated and usually require an expert observer to assist with manually preselecting measurements and/or landmarks in order to initialize the models. Machine learning-based renal segmentation provides a solution for deforming the kidney shape using a constrained statistical model-based algorithm trained upon a dataset. This approach requires minimal user interaction and has made contributions to the field of physiology. Fully automated supervised and unsupervised machine learning algorithms have been explored for renal segmentation using convolutional neuronal network models.

Recent studies on machine learning-based renal segmentation using neural networks reported processing times as good as 1 to 10 s per subject. Although these processing times are superior to our analytic approach, the effort needed to setup meticulously annotated imaging data that can be used to train, validate and test artificial intelligence algorithms must also be included in order to make a fair benchmarking of processing times. Nevertheless, the processing time of the proposed ABSM can be substantially reduced by the application of state-of-the-art global optimization methods like evolutionary algorithms, swarm-based methods, or simulated annealing. Using parallel computing, efficient GPU implementation or high-performance computing hardware provides further means for accelerating the ABSM-based determination of kidney size.

In our preclinical study, the time needed for a given manual segmentation was independent of the prior experience of the observers. Considering the more complex anatomy of the human kidney versus the rat kidney, a thorough manual segmentation of the parenchyma of human kidneys will most likely take more time and require more observer experience than reported here for the rat kidney. Manual planimetry of human kidneys was reported to require segmentation times...
Thus, automated approaches such as the ABSM as well as machine learning algorithms are urgently needed, along with careful validation under pathophysiological conditions and for a broad range of image contrasts and intensities. These developments will help to promote the potential of MRI in evaluating renal size as a clinical parameter to inform on the various stages of renal pathophysiology and to evaluate treatment of renal disease.

To this end, the automated bean-shaped approach has value for MR monitoring of kidney size in translational research and in preclinical models emulating clinical conditions and facilitates systematic analysis of the correlation between renal size and renal oxygenation using $T_2$ and $T_2^*$ mapping in small rodents in conjunction with simultaneous physiological measurements (MR-PHYSIOL) by connecting imaging with experimental physiology and data science.

MR-based kidney size monitoring during reversible interventions relevant to human beings (e.g., changes in the inspiratory gas composition) may also serve to diagnose changes in the viscoelastic properties of the kidney related to disorders such as diffuse renal fibrosis.

To demonstrate the value and relevance of MR-based longitudinal renal size assessment to explore renal pathophysiology, experimental interventions mimicking realistic clinical scenarios were employed to induce alterations in kidney size in rats. For example, several surgical procedures require cross-clamping of the suprarenal aorta or of the renal artery, which if maintained for long periods of time carries the risk of renal ischemia-reperfusion injury. Renal size monitoring using the ABSM revealed a reduction of ~7% in kidney size during the short-term occlusions of the suprarenal aorta. With the onset of this occlusion, inflow of blood into the kidney is abruptly stopped. At the same time, outflow via the renal vein continues, until pressures in intrarenal vessels and in the vena cava are equalized. This results in a reduction in intrarenal blood volume and manifests itself in the immediate drop in kidney size. The restoration of the kidney size upon cessation of the aortic occlusion is rather sluggish, because this occlusion does affect not only the kidneys but also all extrarenal vascular beds downstream of the occluder. During the occlusion, the accumulation of vasodilatory metabolites together with the decrease in tissue $pO_2$ and $pH$ and the increase in tissue $pCO_2$ result in vasodilation in this substantial portion of the circulation. Renewed inflow of blood into these vessels upon cessation of the occlusion leads to a marked initial decrease in systemic arterial pressure and, thus, also in renal artery pressure. With the incremental restoration of physiologic conditions in these vascular beds,
arterial pressure is slowly restored, which results in restoration of pre-occlusion inflow of blood into the kidney.46,52

Renal vein occlusion, which is conducted in clinical procedures such as partial nephrectomy, may also lead to renal ischemia-reperfusion injury.44,84-86 For occlusion of the left renal vein, renal size tracking with the ABSM detected an increase in kidney size of ~5%. With the onset of renal venous occlusion, outflow of blood is abruptly stopped. The inflow of blood via the renal artery does not cease until the arterial pressure-induced distension of intrarenal vessels is counterbalanced by the resistance of the entire renal tissue including the relatively tough renal capsule. This increase in intrarenal blood volume manifests itself in the substantial swelling of the kidney.46,52,62 Upon cessation of the renal venous occlusion, kidney size is restored faster than upon the cessation of the aortic occlusion, because no major effects exerted by vasomotion of extrarenal vascular beds are involved. Thus, kidney size decreases with the outflow of the surplus intrarenal blood into the vena cava.

Upper urinary tract endourologic procedures often cause temporary increases in tubular as well as intrarenal pressure, with excessive pressures carrying the risks of pyelovenous backflow, damage to tubular integrity and hypoperfusion due to compression of intravascular vessels.29,37 Renal size tracking with the ABSM detected an increase in kidney size of ~2% upon elevating the pressure by 30 mm Hg; kidney size returned to baseline shortly after cessation of this pressure elevation.

Intravascular injection of X-ray CM carries the risk of inducing AKI, in particular, when large doses are administered intra-arterially (e.g. for cardiac procedures) and a highly viscous CM such as ioxixanol is used.34,88,89 The pathophysiology is characterized by complex interactions of several mechanisms that result in renal tissue hypoperfusion and hypoxia. One of the major mechanisms is increased fluid viscosity that perturbs renal tubulodynamics and haemodynamics. In the tubules, X-ray CM become concentrated, as water is reabsorbed, but the CM are not. Consequently, tubular fluid viscosity increases exponentially, which reduces the flow rate and increases intratubular pressure.34,39,88 Because the renal capsule is relatively rigid, this results in what has been called ‘intrarenal compartment syndrome’: as intrarenal pressure increases, intrarenal blood vessels become compressed.31,90 This scenario may explain an apparent discrepancy between earlier findings on renal oxygenation obtained by invasive measurements of tissue pO2 versus T2* mapping with BOLD MRI. Whereas renal tissue pO2 immediately dropped well below baseline levels upon intra-arterial administration of iodixanol in rats, renal T2* transiently increased by up to 20% for about 10 min before it decreased well below control levels.42,63 As T2* reflects the amount of deoxygenated haemoglobin per tissue volume (voxel), the compression of intravascular vessels results in an increase in T2* at a time when the blood and tissue oxygenation is deteriorated rather than improved.52 Renal size tracking with the ABSM detected a rapid increase in kidney size with peak values of ~9% about 10 min after CM injection, followed by a gradual decrease to ~4% of pre-injection level observed 60 min after CM injection. The peak in renal size corresponds with the transient increase in T2*. Simultaneous MR-based monitoring of renal size and of renal blood oxygenation level dependent T2* may therefore help to correctly interpret changes in renal oxygenation.

Whereas the experimental interventions discussed so far were to be expected—and proved—to result in changes in kidney size, administration of the USPIO preparation ferumoxytol was used as negative control. Intravenous injection of ferumoxytol was previously demonstrated to have no measurable effects on control of renal haemodynamics and oxygenation, and, thereby, on kidney size, whilst substantially altering the MR image contrast due to T2 and T2* shortening.48,62 Our observation that T2 and T2* shortening due to ferumoxytol does not significantly change the kidney size measured by the ABSM demonstrates that this approach supports renal segmentation for a large dynamic range of MRI signal-to-noise ratios and contrast-to-noise ratios. This dynamic range exceeds that induced by pathophysiologically relevant interventions or by using other intrinsic MR contrast mechanisms. We confirmed that following administration of ferumoxytol, the ABSM segmentation could detect the same changes in renal size observed upon a second set of reversible interventions compared to the first set of interventions which was performed prior to ferumoxytol injection.

Midslice planimetry is well established in the literature for assessment of renal size. However, it is a relevant caveat that planimetry, including the bean-shaped model, provides only a cross-sectional area rather than renal volume. Therefore, the bean-shaped model, like other single slice assessments, might be less sensitive to alterations in renal size than renal volumetry. Whilst it might be appealing to extend the application of the ABSM to segment the kidney in 3D data sets, the whole kidney coverage acquisitions come at the cost of increased acquisition time, which is undesirable for patient MRI examinations. Thus, the potential benefit of whole kidney volume data versus kidney size assessment based on midslice planimetry must be balanced with clinical feasibility. In the preclinical experimental context, the temporal resolution required for longitudinal experiments with physiological interventions such as those used in the current study would be severely constrained by the longer acquisition times that would be needed to obtain 3D data.

In conclusion, our results demonstrate the efficacy of the bean-shaped model to provide automated assessment and quantification of changes in kidney size in small rodents, with accuracy and precision equivalent to that of skilled human observers but requiring substantially less time. This approach supports preclinical studies aimed at elucidating changes in
renal size associated with renal pathology. This approach enables new insights into mechanisms of renal pathophysiology by means of systematic analysis of the relationship between renal size, renal haemodynamics and oxygenation probed with parametric MRI and physiological measurements.
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